
MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT

MODE OF 

TEACHING-

LEARNING

(SYNCHRONOUS/

ASYNCHRONOUS)

PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT 

(ONLINE/

OFFLINE)

HOME BASED 

ACTIVITY/ ASSIGNMENTS

APRIL 2020

History -1   

An Introduction to History.       

Geography -16              

The Earth in the Solar System

*Identifies different types of sources like 

archaeological,litrrary etc and describe their use in 

reconstruction of history of this period.        

*distinguishes  between stars,planets and 

satellites,eg: Sun, Earth, and Moon                

Prepare an assignment based on the sources of 

history.                         

The students  draw diagram to show location of 

Pole star and seven stars.

Synchronous

PPT/VIDEOS -Based on solar 

system.    

Based on archeological evidences.

Offline
Suggest them to watch video on youtube 

NCERT

MAY 2020

Civics -24                           

Understanding Diversity 

Civics -25                         

Diversity:Prejudice , 

Discrimination and Inequality.

*describes the diversities in the field of 

family,economic activities and other areas of our 

environment             

   

*describes the nature of Indias diversity.

Make an eye catching poster showing diversity 

in dress in different parts of India.
Synchronous

PPT/VIDEOS -Based on Economic 

activities.                                                          

*Bsed on  discrimination.

Offline

Draw the pictures related to people engaged 

in various occupations in rural and urban 

areas.

JUNE 2020

History-2                

The Earliest Socities    

History -3                     

Man as a Farmer and Herder

                                

Geography -17             

Maps _ How they Help Us

*analyses the progress of early humans from hunters 

to farmers and herders.    

*explains why neolithic humans slowly started 

settling in one place.              

*rccognises the components of map.

*prepare a time line based on - The Earliest 

socities.                         

*group work - based on Map           

*make  a chart on different kinds of maps

Synchronous

PPT/VIDEOS -Based on types of 

maps.    

*Based on ancient tools related to 

the lesson. 

Offline 

*collect the pictures of different kinds of 

Maps.                                                                

* draw different kinds of tools used in 

ancient times.

SEP 2020

History -4                    

The First Cities:The Harappan 

civilisation.         

History -5                     

Different Ways of Living:What 

Books and Burial Tell Us                                               

Geography -18              

Globe : A Model of the Earth.

*discribes  the rise of the Indus valley civilisation. 

*explains the temperature zones of the earth.       

*identifies the time zones of the world.      

*asses the merits and demerits of the various forms 

of government.

*draw a diagram based on Eight fold path.                                            

*Prepare a project on vedic  culture.  

*prepare a detailed project report on the 

Rigveda.

Synchronous

PPT/VIDEOS  -Based on heat 

zones.

*Based on Rigveda.         

*based on Organs of government

Offline

Mark  the Indus valley civilisation sites on a 

map.                 

*Draw a picture - heat zones          

*Make a chart related to the features of 

democracy.

OCT 2020

History - 6                     

*Rise of Janapadas and 

Mahajanapadas.                 

History -7                         

 New Questions and Ideas -

Upanishads , Jainism and 

Buddhism.

*trace the growth of janapadas and mahajanapadas.

*recognise the similarities and differences in Jainism 

and Budddhism

*collect picture of buddhist and Jain monuments 

and prepare an album.        

*write a detailed project on the life and 

teachings of Lord Buddha and Lord Mahavira.

Synchronous

PPT/VIDEOS - Based on the life of 

Lord Budddha.    

*Based on Janapadas and 

Mahajanapadas  

Offline

*Find out about teachingof Buddha and the 

story of his life as prince.                                                                                             

*On the outline map of India ,locate the 

following,                        

i)the river Ganga.Yamuna and Indus.      

ii)the sites of the kingdoms of  Kosala, Anga 

and Magadha.
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